
 
 
 
June 7, 2013 
 
BREAKING NEWS !!! 

 
Long Haul Trucking announces equipping all company trucks with Dish TV! The top revenue drivers, 
who are accident and violation free, will have the service at NO cost to them.  Final details will be 
available soon.  Dish TV systems are also available to all LHT O/O’s for as low as $1 per day. DishTV 
has come out with the Tailgater system which allows high quality HD signals anywhere in the nation 
with a simple push of a button.  Contact Jayna at Premier 94 for details.  
 

 

 
 
12 drivers are currently qualified for the WildCat 4-wheeler give away.  Don’t miss your chance to win the New 1000 CC 
Arctic Cat WildCat.  All you need to do is sign on, be violation free and maintain $15,000 per month in revenue and you 
are in the drawing!  Current drivers or O/O’s can also win the Wildcat side-by-side by referring an O/O to the fleet and 
maintaining the same criteria.  The winner will be announced at the 2014 Mid-America Truck Show. Keep in mind only 
violation free drivers qualify so drive safe my friends!!!  
 
Premier 94 
Please welcome Brad Behren to the Long Haul family.  Brad will be the Fleet Maintenance Manager for Premier 94.  Brad 
was the shop manager at All-State Peterbilt in Eau Clair, WI.  He comes with over 15 years of experience, including 
Cummings and MX experience.  He will be a great asset to the company.   
 
Premier 94 is in the process of buying a FSX-DPF cleaning machine to perform the much needed preventative 
maintenance on the new emission engines.  Discounted prices will be available to all Owner Operators.   Premier 94 will 
soon be able to perform Peterbilt warranty work.  Watch for more details on both exciting additions! 
 
Congratulations to the top revenue earners!  
 April Driver of the Month - Ed Rasmussen - $31,718  
 April Team of the Month - Tom Brown and Tom Pedigo - $50,098 
 May Driver of the Month - Jason Norris  - $32,666 
 May Team of the Month - Tom Brown and Tom Pedigo - $49,513 

All Top 10 drivers in April were awarded free massages from Dr. Dan Belde!   



 
Safety: 
We are pleased to report that our Safety Measurement Scores are headed in the right direction.  We have seen a 
positive decrease in our Hours of Service, Unsafe Driving and Crash Indicator scores.  We appreciate all your efforts in 
making this happen.  Keep up the good work! 
 
Please welcome Tammy Johnson to the Safety Dept.  
 
Dispatch: 
There are 2 new faces in Dispatch- Sara Spurbeck and Aaron Barthel. Sara will be assisting Brian and Dave and will also 
be helping with Canadian crossings.  Aaron is an intern who will be working with Andrea and also assisting brokerage.   
 
Another noticeable change in Dispatch is that doors were added to block off the Minnesota dispatchers. This was done 
to help minimize traffic flow and distractions in that tight area.  If you need to speak to one of those dispatchers, please 
let Nicole know and she’ll call them to the lobby. Thank you for understanding the need to block this area off.   
 
Sales: 
Long Haul is excited about many new opportunities that have come our way. We have added many new high quality 
shippers, which is very valuable for drivers and dispatchers alike. Please continue to provide the professional business 
you do to deliver the excellent service we are known for.  
 

What driver wouldn’t want to drive this fully loaded rig?? 

 
Apply today at http:/longhaultrucking.com 

 
Belde Chiropractic 
Dr. Dan is open for business!  He is located directly below Club 94 and has special rates for LHT drivers & O/O’s.  He 
offers DOT physicals, chiropractic, acupuncture and massage services.  He is open Monday, Tuesday and Thursday from 
8:30- Noon and Tuesday afternoons from 2:00-6:00.   Check out his website at www.beldechiropractic.com or call him 
for an appointment 763-263-3232.  
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